
 
Object: DECLARATION OF FOOD CONTACT MATERIALS AND ARTICLES INTENDED TO 
COME INTO CONTACT WITH FOOD  

1. This declaration is laid down in conformity to the aforementioned legislation and is destined to:  
ANTALIS A/S                              
CARL JACOBSENS VEJ, 16                   
2500 VALBY                               

2. We hereby declare that the reference supplied code: 
32051 ITBULKY TOV 1V  24X24 500*6 EP24   

complies to the following European Union (EU)legislation: 
� Regulation(EC) n°1935/2004 andsubsequent updates and changes, 
� Regulation (EC) n°2023/2006 and subsequent updates and changes, 

complies to the following Italian legislation: 
� M.D. 21/03/1973 and subsequent updates and changes, 
� D.P.R. n°777/1982 and subsequent updates and changes, 
� D.Lgs. n°29/2017and subsequent updates and changes. 

complies to the following France legislation: 
� Décret n°2007-766 du 10 mai 2007 portant application du code de la consommationence qui concerne les 

matériaux et les objetsdestinés à entreren contact avec les denréesalimentaires; 
� Fiche MCDA n°4 (V02-01/01/2019) Aptitude au contact alimentaire des matériauxorganiques à base de 

fibresvégétalesdestinés à entreren contact avec des denréesalimentaires; 
and with the requirements of the German legislation: 

� Lebensmittel-, Bedarfsgegenstände- und Futtermittelgesetzbuch (Lebensmittel- und Futtermittelgesetzbuch 
- LFGB) in der Fassung der Bekanntmachungvom 3 Juni 2013 (BGBl. I S. 1426) § § 30 e 31 e s.m.i.; 

� Deutsche Empfehlung XXXVI. Papiere, Kartons und Pappenfür den Lebensmittelkontakt(BfR) stand vom 
01.04.2021. 

3. The reference in object is composed of: 
� virgin cellulose fibres. 

4. The reference in object is: 
� Colored white. 

5. According to M.D. 21/03/1973 the reference complies, for purity and composition, to the established 
requirements for food contact materials, some of which require migration tests and others not, and therefore it 
can be intended for contact with all foods(wet, dry, and fat). 

6. Wealsodeclarethat: 
� The reference is NOTfit for any contact with a food product when frozen and when refrigerated. 
� The reference is NOT fit for any use in the microwave together with a food product. 
� The reference is NOT fit for any use in the traditional oven together with a food product. 

7. The use in industrial or commercial sites of the product reference mentioned in this declaration does not 
exclude the inspection of its conformity to the current normative framework and of its technological compliance 
to the purpose the reference is made for. 

8. With reference to the stages of production, storage and commercialization of the object sold to your Firm , we 
declare to: 
� have implemented a system of quality assurance and quality control in in adherence to the Regulation (EC) 

n°2023/2006 and further modifications; 
� comply to what required by Art. 15, of the Regulation (EC) n°1935/2004 and further modifications;in the 

subject of labelling; 
� comply to what required by Art. 17, of the Regulation (EC) n°1935/2004 and further modifications;in the 

subject of traceability. 
9. In support to what above mentioned the company declares to have available for the local authorities the 

analyses certificates performed, the calculationsmade, together with the compliance declarations of our 
suppliers of raw and subsidiary materials. 

10. We specify that this declaration is valid exclusively for the product reference by us supplied and cannot be 
extended in the event of a transformation of the same product. 

11. This declaration is valid as from date indicated here below and will be updated in the event of any substantial 
mutationin the production of this reference capable of altering certain essential compliance requirements, or 
when the legislative framework mentioned in the present declaration will be modified and updated so as to 
require a new turn of inspection for compliance. 

Place and Date Carraia, 09/11/2023 
Name and SurnameGino Saisi 
FunctionBusiness Operator 
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